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Responsibly managing the supply chain is an
ethical obligation for all companies.
At Accenture we know that our corporate
responsibility requires smart and progressive
thinking, teamwork and a continued focus on
execution.
That’s why we follow a clearly defined ethical
approach to encourage the highest standards
within our global network of suppliers.
Our long-standing commitment to the United
Nations Global Compact reflects Accenture’s
commitment to:
• Business practices that improve the
sustainability and the environmental impact of
our supply chain.
• Helping our suppliers understand and live our
ethical values and our commitment to
supporting and respecting internationally
recognized human rights.
• And helping improve social and
environmental impact for communities around
the world.
As businesses evolve and change we need to
work together to maintain this commitment.

This is why we require our suppliers:
1. To provide information to us, when asked, to
demonstrate the steps you are taking to
ensure that slavery, forced labour and
human trafficking is not taking place in any
part of your own business or in any of your
supply chains.
2. To support our six core values: Client Value
Creation, One Global Network, Respect for
the Individual, Best People, Integrity and
Stewardship.
3. To follow the principles in our Code of
Business Ethics and complete our Ethics
and Compliance training, if asked.
4. To adhere to our Supplier Standards of
Conduct and apply these Standards to your
own suppliers.
5. And, to demonstrate transparency in your
environmental reporting, by setting
measurable targets, and actions that reduce
environmental emissions.
Working with Accenture is more than a global
business partnership. It’s an opportunity to help
improve the way the world works and lives.
Let’s set the example, together.
accenture.com/corporatecitizenship
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